
Table Saw Miter Gauge

INSTRUCTION:

Miter Gauge is a high quality, well thought out and economical solution for your table saw cross cutting needs. Its

ability to mounted to most any miter gauge. Also included is a handy aluminum flip stop for repetitive angled cuts on

your table saw. Together these three items are the perfect compliment to each other for your table saw cutting needs.

Our extremely straight 17.5 inch anodized-aluminum bar is 3/8 inch thick by 3/4 inch wide

Adjustable, solid aluminum head is machined with 11 positive stop holes. 1 hole is at 90 degrees while the 5 holes on

both sides are at 10，22.5, 30, 45 and 60 degrees. The positive stops are perfect for many woodworking projects as

they are the angles that are typically used.To adjust the head you simply loosen the post knob handle, pull the spring

loaded indexing pin outward, rotate the head to the desired position, release the pin and lock into place.

Convenient Aluminum Flip Stop

Included with the fence and miter gauge is a convenient flip stop for making repetitive cuts. Simply slide the flip stop to

the exact position you need it to be, lock it in place and you're ready to go! When the stop is not needed you can either

remove from the fence or simply lift the stop upwards and out of the way until it is needed.

Accurate and Easy to Adjust

The Fulton Miter Gauge is loaded with great features. One of the more prominent features are the positive stops that

are set to the most common angles used by woodworkers. Simply loosen the handle by rotating it counter clockwise,

pull the spring loaded pin lock up and and adjust the miter gauge to the desired angle. Once you find your positive stop

angle, release the lock pin so it locks the angle in place and re-secure the handle by rotating int clockwise until it is

snug. If you want to use an angle that is not one of the positive stops, the pin lock can be pulled upward and rotated so

that it won't engage any of the positive stop holes. This allows you to adjust the miter gauge to any angle you need.

Includes:
·A precision miter gauge.

·A 17-1/2"-long clear anodized aluminum alloy fence.

·An adjustable flip-stop for repeatable accuracy

·Instruction


